NAHAL-Flex: A Numerical and Alphabetical Hinge Detection Algorithm for Flexible Protein Structure Alignment.
Flexible proteins are proteins that have conformational changes in their structures. Protein flexibility analysis is critical for classifying and understanding protein functionality. For that analysis, the hinge areas where proteins show flexibility must be detected. To detect the location of the hinges, previous methods have utilized the three-dimensional (3D) structure of proteins, which is highly computational. To reduce the computational complexity, this study proposes a novel text-based method using structural alphabets (SAs) for detecting the hinge position, called NAHAL-Flex. Protein structures were encoded to a particular type of SA called the protein folding shape code (PFSC), which remains unaffected by location, scale, and rotation. The flexible regions of the proteins are the only places in which letter sequences can be distorted. With this knowledge, it is possible to find the longest alignment path of two letter sequences using a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm. Then, the proposed method looks for regions where the alphabet sequence is distorted to find the most probable hinge positions. In order to reduce the number of hinge positions, a genetic algorithm (GA) was utilized to find the best candidate hinge points. To evaluate the method's effectiveness, four different flexible and rigid protein databases, including two small datasets and two large datasets, were utilized. For the small dataset, the NAHAL-Flex method was comparable to state-of-the-art structural flexible alignment methods. The result for the large datasets show that NAHAL-Flex outperforms some well-known alignment methods, e.g., DaliLite, Matt, DeepAlign, and TM-align; the speed of NAHAL-Flex was faster and its result was more accurate than the other methods.